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ABOUT US

Made up mainly by Spanish and Israeli professionals, SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence &

Defense) is a company with a background of over 30 years of comprehensive

international experience, both public and private, in the fields of Security and Intelligence.

Our professional commitment is to join efforts to deliver a portfolio of quality solutions to

meet the growing demand of Security and Intelligence services.

Undoubtedly, our differential value to other bodies of similar features is our expertise in

Islamic Counterterrorism.

"SECINDEF has been able to successfully 

integrate a cross-functional, multicultural and 

highly specialized team and put it at the service 

of public and private bodies alike."

David Odalric Caixal i Mata, CEO
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COMPANY PROFILE

ISRAEL-USA INTELLIGENCE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY / CONTRAINTELIGENCE

AND DEFENSE AGAINST TERRORISM

SECINDEF International Consulting is a company devoted to consulting, training and

provision of services in the fields of Security, Intelligence and Defense.

SECINDEF was born to meet the challenges resulting from increased needs and

specialization of physical and logical security, in both developed countries and emerging

economies, and it features the distinctive trait of being specialized in Islamic terrorist

movements.

Our scope is no other than to be GLOBAL. Consequently, we have offices in Spain and

Israel for the provision of services along with the capacity to carry out projects in Europe,

South and Central America, Africa and the Middle East.

SECINDEF provides the required knowledge and expertise to deliver these services and

offer quality products matching the needs of ever more demanding customers.
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VISION, MISSION & VALUES

OUR VISION

SECINDEF’s primarily aim is to become providers of knowledge, services and products in

the fields of Security, Intelligence and Defense and to do so in an efficient and responsible

manner, covering present and future needs.

OUR MISSION

We want also support customers and global markets, meeting their expectations and

improving their resources and capabilities to minimize risks in a complex and dynamic

environment.

OUR VALUES

SECINDEF wants to assists customers to cover their multiple needs in our field of

expertise providing ethical solutions in an innovative way, with the stated purpose of

making our world safer not just for us but for our future generations.
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CONSULTING SERVICES

• Auditing and assessment of critical infrastructures.

• Risk analysis.

• Intelligence analysis to assess the development of new business projects and

opportunities in critical environments.

• Analysis and consulting for companies and executive staff working in conflict zones or

intricate environments.

• Safety and security analysis for expatriate staff.

• Assessment and advisory in kidnapping cases.

• Consulting about Middle East countries and their social and political situations.

• Counterterrorism Intelligence analysis.

• Use of polygraph by qualified personnel in required situations.

• Advisory, coordination and crisis management in emergency situations such as natural

or man-made disasters.

• Outlining and endorsement of research processes.
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TRAINING SERVICES

• Border security.

• Maritime security.

• Aviation security.

• Intelligence.

• Counterterrorism.

• Critical Infrastructure Security.

• Special action units in Defense or National Security Forces and Agencies.

• Intelligence units (HUMINT/ OSINT).

• Response in hostile environments, conflict zones and high risk areas.

• Response in kidnapping situations.
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SOFTWARE AND PRODUCTS

• We provide software for intelligence analysis. ANALYSIQ, one of our products, is

currently deployed and fully operational in major international companies as well as

some countries National Security Forces and Intelligence Services.

• We also provide training solutions for both public and private entities. Our team is made

up by top professionals from Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) with wide experience in both

civilian and military intelligence.

• We commercialize Israeli high-tech security products.

• We also sell security uniform clothing and supplies for staff of public and private

security companies or institutions.

• Cybersecurity

• Cyber Intelligence

• Business Intelligence

• Big Data

• Various Israeli high-tech security products.

• Intelligence analysis software.

If you are interested in these products, please contact us and let us know how we can

better support you.
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HOMELAND INTELLIGENCE SECURITY ISRAEL

The Homeland Security Intelligence-Israel (Homeland) is devoted to conduct research

intelligence analysis to prevent and protect societies and critical infrastructures from the

scourge of terrorist attacks. The Homeland elaborates and issues analyses and reports

helping to identify social, economic and political risk situations, as well as terrorist threats

in countries or regions where conditions for such situations may arise.

The Homeland is an integral component of SECINDEF and serves as a powerful tool to

support research projects in military and police intelligence in the field of counterterrorism.

The shameful attacks on 9/11 caused a devastating effect in the United States, not only

because of the tremendous human and material losses that occurred, but because it

exposed to the world an unpleasant reality: that America is not invulnerable. The attack on

the Twin Towers and the Pentagon was an unexpected and extreme slap, a humiliating

and egregious blow for the world’s major power. 9/11 marks a turning point for America,

since nothing is the same after it.

National security is the collective effort to ensure a more secure and resilient country

against terrorism or any other risks endangering a nation interests, aspirations or ways of

life, by which they can thrive in the effort to prevent terrorism, lessening national

vulnerabilities and minimizing damage from potential terrorist attacks.

National security does not deal exclusively with terrorist attacks. Terrorism is only one of

the many threats endangering society. Consequently, SECINDEF, through its Homeland,

has come out a series of research lines to prevent terrorist threats by means of

developing various Security and Intelligence projects.
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1. Intelligence.

The main objective is to reduce the element of surprise, detecting terrorist activities

before they become real attacks.

2. Border and Transportation Security.

The United States is bordered by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, Mexico and Canada. It

connects, communicates and trades with the rest of the world through airspace, ports, oil

and gas pipelines, roads and highways, among other communication and transportation

ways allowing the movement of persons, goods and services.

3. Domestic Counterterrorism.

The present priority of U.S. courts and Law Enforcement Agencies is the prevention and

eradication of all forms of terrorist activities within U.S. borders through the strict

enforcement of the existing legal system.

4. Protection of Critical Infrastructures.

Terrorist attacks on critical infrastructures such as the electric power system, the water

supply or transportation systems, among other key infrastructures, can easily spread

chaos in Western societies and cause huge damage to any nation.
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OUR OBSERVATORY

Why we founded it?

The reason behind the creation and establishment of the Observatory was the need for

having a theoretical basis to carry out analyses about the level of radicalization of the

various Islamist agents in the region of Catalonia in a first stage, in Spain and Europe in a

second and a third stage.

Level of Inquiry (Proposal):

Firstly, to study the different regions and areas, previously analyzed, which feature a

greater presence of Islamist radicalization. Secondly, to assess the degree of Islamist

radicalization in order to evaluate and map out the spread of Salafism in Catalonia, a

region that gathers numerous Salafi worship centers and Islamic associations connected

to this ideology.
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What for? Detection and monitoring of radicalized sites and places as well as potential

recruitment centers. Such valuable information needs to be shared with Law Enforcement

Agencies and Intelligence Services.

Whom for? Citizens are our main concern. Special focus must be placed on prevention

measures aimed at those people more prone to be seduced and recruited by radicals.

Where to act? After determining which areas gathers the highest concentration of

radicalism, law enforcement actions must be carried out directly on them, preceded by

local control and infiltration.

How to act? Primarily actions should include categorization of levels of radicalism;

conducting surveys on Islamic associations and its centers of worship; interviewing

community leaders and monitoring their activities.
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Main Lines of Research of the Observatory:

1. Analysis, research and development in the fields of Security, Intelligence and Defense.

2. Analysis of social fracture terrorism in Catalonia region, Spain and Europe.

3. Geopolitics and Geostrategy in fighting against the scourge of Jihadist terrorism.

4. Crime Mapping, creation of items using latest technologies to establish hot spots in

Spain and throughout Europe to determine the location of worship houses, mosques and

Salafi spaces in the EU member states.

5. Creation of items to analyze the increase and decrease of Western population and

study the increase of Muslim population in each European region and EU member states.

6. Counter-narrative and counter-propaganda against Jihadist influence. Research of new

criminal profiles related to terrorism and jihadism. Analysis and profiling of radicalized

subjects and recruiters in Western countries.

7. Possible existence of Trojan Horses (i. e. terrorist in disguise) among the flow of

refugees coming into Europe from war-torn countries in the Middle East.

8. Terrorists Wilayas and Katibas. How these structures are organized in Europe, where

do weapons come from and how explosives are made. How they plan terrorist attacks

and finance themselves.

9. EU’s strategy and measures to deal with Jihadist terrorism through the analysis of

Brussels projects, protocols and responses to the phenomenon of foreign fighters and

returnees coming from Syria.

10. Analysis of political agreements between Brussels and Ankara regarding the refugee

issue. What will be the compensations demanded by Turkey to accept the refugees? This

line of research is led by our CEO David de Caixal and is looking for the inclusion of new

researchers.
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Our Observatory was born with the aim of promoting domestic and international research

on jihadist terrorism and the development of strategic studies within the framework of

preventing violent radicalization.

Bearing that in mind, our Observatory wants to become a meeting point for researchers,

universities and public or private institutions that share its founding principles: ethical,

social and educational delegitimation of any kind of terrorism and its manifestations.
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TRAINING IN ANTITERRORISM AND 

INTELLIGENCE
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INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 

OBSERVATORY AND THE UNIVERSITY 

Students may participate in the following programs:

• Analysis of jihadism.

• Academic papers (Master, Postgraduate and Doctoral Thesis).

• Journal of Studies in Geopolitics, Geostrategy and Jihadist Terrorism.

• Publication of books and research papers.

• Making of podcasts and videos of scientific dissemination.

• Contribution to the Blog with articles about the subjects discussed.

• Internships in programs of Israeli Defense Forces within the frame of the International

Project "SAAR-EL".

• Training courses on Intelligence and Counterterrorism.

• Development of training projects regarding terrorist threats (seminars, workshops,

lectures).
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• SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA International Consulting

Counterterrorism creates Counterterrorism Intelligence and Analysis unit.

• The importance of intelligence in counterterrorism lies in three main factors: (1) its

role in preventing and disrupting terrorist activity; (2) its role in post-incident

investigations; And (3) their contribution to preventive / protective security measures.

This Department of SECINDEF will carry out the fieldwork of analysis and intelligence

in the prevention of terrorism, working closely with the (OCATRY) Observatory

against the Threat of Terrorism and the Jihadist Radicalization of SECINDEF
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CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

OPIA INTERNATIONAL

Opia International Is a company engaged in gathering sensitive information in hard

complex areas and providing it to clients.

The company possesses extensive knowledge and experience in dealing with dynamic,

changing environments and extreme situations.

The company vision is to be the leading and preferred provider of oil theft information in

Africa.

As is well known oil theft from pipelines is a huge phenomenon anywhere in the world which oil 

companies find it difficult to deal with. The phenomenon particularly painful in Africa and 

especially in Nigeria.

Our company has developed an advanced innovative methods and techniques and has the 

ability to provide to customers sensitive information in real time. That involves the construction of 

an information network based on the local population which provides information in real time.

We are a team of experts veterans of the Israeli security services who have decades of 

experience and knowledge operating in such a way.

The team possesses extensive knowledge and experience in dynamic, changing environments 

and extreme situations. Hence the ability to deal with the phenomenon of oil theft.
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• JUMA CONSULTING / OEA CONSULTING

• JUMA ASESORIA EMPRESARIAL, SLU, commercially known as Juma Consulting, is

a consulting firm specialized in the development of management improvement

projects in Industry and Commerce, focused on the Logistics, Transport and Customs

Sectors, through the application of International standards of the ISO series, and

other models of business management, among which is all the precise process to be

considered as "Authorized Economic Operator".

• To this end, it has developed a distinctive mark for the provision of advisory services

to obtain the certificate of "Authorized Economic Operator", named "OEA

CONSULTORES".

• After the attacks of 9/11, security measures in the entrance of passengers and

merchandise in the USA were extreme. The figure of the C-TPAT (Customs and

Trade Partnership Against Terrorism) was born to grant the seal of security to the

imports.

• In 2005, in Europe, the figure of the OAS appears to certify the reliability of the import

goods and also of export. A new security management model emerges to generalize

a system of trust that facilitates international mutual recognition.
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• IDS Initiative Defense Solutions (Israel)

• I.D.S. provides ongoing consultation and training to Law enforcement agencies,

Prison services and Special Forces In minimizing the use and need of force.

• .D.S. specializes in process efficiency, less lethal solutions, award winning de-

radicalization methodologies and minimization the use of force.

• I.D.S. have a proven track record in establishing well run prison systems & offensive

policing:

• • Reduced lawsuits by 60% in maximum security prisons

• • Increased contraband seizures by 400% in six months

• • Reduced violent attacks involving prisoners and prison guards by 80% within 6

months.

• • Developed a proven capability to effect arrests and defuse violent riots, while

reducing the use of force.
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• TENTHMAN Creating Sotions

• Defense of rights in the network

• Tenthman provides internet protection service and acts as strategic information provider

• Digital defense is a protection service in the internet environment for any subject that is

threatened or attacked in the network.

• It offers both real-time and retrospective evaluation, which facilitates the detection of

conflicting digital assets of the client, being able to act in a preventive and corrective way

in view of the possible violation of the client's rights.

• The Digital Action is the capture by means of different means such as surveys, internet

and strategic information of Digital Defense, which is the main piece for the elaboration of

a strategy and plan of counterattack.

• Strategic information is addressed to all these people, companies or entities that wish to

base their strategic decisions on objective and analytical information.

• The Tenthman data acquisition platform enables you to exploit open sources and capture

large volumes of data, both retroactively and in real time, and can analyze and categorize

all data traffic and mentions in a comprehensive way and extracting additional information.
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• D-FENCE (Electronic Fencing and Security Systems)

• Perimeter Intrusion Detection System (SPDI), Electronic Fences and Security

Systems. Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems (SPDI) that stop intruders before

they penetrate the property, do not represent health hazards, can be implemented to

any wall or fence design and adapt automatically to environmental changes, thus

allowing Zero False Alarms.

• The D-Fence systems are based on the highest technology voltage measuring

sensors made of stainless steel and an electronic processing unit that converts the

analog signals of the sensors into digital signals. The processing unit analyzes the

signals of the sensors and acts as a local system of analysis and signal processing in

the field. This electronic unit also communicates with the central computer in the

control station and manages the multipurpose dry contacts. Any attempt of intrusion

that generates more weight to the pre-established in the sensors (normally 20 Kgs.)

Or any attempt to disarm or neutralize any of the components of the system, will

immediately generate an alarm in the control center and activate all external systems

connected as CCTV cameras, Motion Detection by Video, Lighting, Sirens, mobile

systems by GSM, etc.
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• ESCS European Supply Chain Security (Comunidad Logística Segura)

• JUMA Consulting / OEA Consultants and SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and

Defense) Israel-USA International Consulting Counterterrorism constitute the

European Cluster in Maritime Security and Logistics Security European Supply

Chain Security (ESCS)

• New challenges and new business horizons require new solutions, adapted to the

changes posed by the socioeconomic environment. ESCS (European Supply Chain

Security) is the first Secure Logistics Community focused on the development of the

Logistics and Industry sector to achieve these goals.

• ESCS, Secure Logistics Community, is a platform for the promotion and improvement

of the security of the supply chain, which promotes safe and agile trade and logistics

through compliance with international customs regulations and the application of

international best practices in security matter in World Trade.

• http://www.logisticasegura.es/

http://www.logisticasegura.es/
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• AUCAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

• SECINDEF through AUCAL has in its portfolio several courses and University

Masters.

• 1. Master of Military History: This Master will analyze through the academic contents

of his program Military History as a discipline of the humanities focused on the

recording of armed conflicts in the history of man and its impact on societies, their

cultures, economies And changes in international relations. It is not limited to the

study of battles and wars, but is also interested in the evolution of materials,

armament, tactics and strategy

• Http://www.aucal.edu/masters/master-of-history-militar.html

• 2 Master of Counterintelligence International Geostrategy and Jihadist Terrorism:

Today and with the conflicts that are being posed in the Middle East, geopolitical and

geostrategic become keys. In this Master you will learn the necessary bases to

establish the bases of the conflict and to become a researcher and an expert in this

subject, being able to collaborate with SECINDEF in its investigations in force, at the

end of this training. The design of this training has been established through a

multidisciplinary approach to be able to encompass concepts, methods and

technicians and thus integrate security, strategy and operability of whatever the

nature of the different entities, especially those working against terrorism.

• Http://www.aucal.edu/masters/master-en-contrainteligencia-geoestrategia-

internacional-and-terrorismo-yihadista.html

http://www.aucal.edu/masters/master-of-history-militar.html
http://www.aucal.edu/masters/master-en-contrainteligencia-geoestrategia-internacional-and-terrorismo-yihadista.html
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• CONTRACTS AND COLLABORATING COMPANIES IN SECURITY PROJECTS

• AUCAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

• Intelligence and Counterterrorism Course in Israel: This training program comes as a

complement to the Master in Counterintelligence, International Geostrategy and Jihadist

Terrorism, although it can be taken individually. It has been designed to specialize

security professionals with theoretical and practical knowledge to help combat jihadist

terror .. It consists of 5 modules that are distributed in theoretical and practical hours with

real simulations that provide a greater development in the student, always counting With

the help of great professionals and experts in this area. The course focuses on training in

the field, giving participants the possibility to integrate into the community through life in a

Kibbutz, giving the experience a fundamental formative character. The internships will be

very interesting for students such as: Golan Heights, Syria, Lebanon border, Gaza border

... in addition to military units, police checkpoints in Jerusalem. The course will be held

from October 20 to 29. Limited Places. Closing of registration in September. The

registration deadline closes in September, with two annual calls: October and May.

• Http://www.aucal.edu/cursos-tecnicos/curso-de-inteligencia-y-contraterrorismo-en-

israel.html

http://www.aucal.edu/cursos-tecnicos/curso-de-inteligencia-y-contraterrorismo-en-israel.html
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RECORD OF INSTITUTIONAL EVENTS

February 25-27 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence & Defense) Israel International Consulting took part in a

three-day training program on "Jihadist Terrorism" conducted by the Police Union Training

School.

April 20 2014 - Madrid

SECINDEF contributed to the training program of the Conference of Military History of the

Universidad Rey Juan Carlos I entitled "Pan-European conflicts: War and Peace in

Europe and its global repercussions."

June 11 2014 - Granada

Participation in the "First International Congress of Military and Strategic Studies" held at

the University of Granada and the MADOC (Training and Doctrine Command of the

Army).

July 24 and 29 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF organized a Seminar on International Military History and Geostrategy in the

Middle East, held in Cuartel del Bruch.

October 10 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in the Conference "Spain in the Security Council: considerations and

challenges for the future" in cooperation with IEEE (Spanish Institute for Strategic

Studies), the ICPS (Institute of Political and Social Sciences), the Ministry of Defense

Spain and the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB).

October 11 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF was a participant in the First Seminar on Cybersecurity 2014 held in Malgrat

de Mar in cooperation with the local police of Malgrat and Malgrat-IPA (International

Police Association). The Seminar was organized with the aim of exposing the existing

problems related to cybercrime, its importance and its legal aspects.
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October 12 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF participated in the Workshop on "Principles and Christian Values: Ethics and

Public Policy", held in the Graduation Hall of the Faculty of Law at the UAB and organized

by the LSTE Group of the same institution.

October 30 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in the Conference of "National Security Strategy: an instrument of

balance, social cohesion, new rights and security" in cooperation with the IEEE (Spanish

Institute for Strategic Studies), the ICPS (Institute of Political and Social Sciences), the

Ministry of Defense of Spain and the UAB.

November 17-18 2014 - Cadiz

SECINDEF was a participant in the IV International Congress of Intelligence, held at the

Universidad de Cadiz and jointly organized with the University Rey Juan Carlos I, Carlos

III University and the University of Barcelona.

December 2 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in the Conference entitled "Implications of the privatization of

Security for the management of National and International Security", held at the University

Pompeu Fabra and jointly organized with the Barcelona Institute of International Studies.

December 10-11 2014 - Barcelona

SECINDEF participated in the "Third Conference on Prevention of Jihadist radicalization"

in which our CEO David Caixal gave a lecture on the persecution of Christians in the

Middle East by radical Islam.
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February 11 2015 - Barcelona

SECINDEF, jointly with the LSTE Group (Freedom, Security and Transformations of the

State) of the UAB, the Barcelona branch of B'nai B'rith, the ARCCI (Association of

Cultural Relations Catalonia-Israel) and the Bar Association of Catalonia, organized a

workshop entitled "Historical analysis of the 70th anniversary of the Holocaust.”

April 24 2015 - Madrid

SECINDEF participated in the "Symposium on Terrorist Threats against International

Security" held at the Universidad de Nebrija in Madrid. The meeting was organized by the

Center for Higher Defense Studies (CESEDEN) and the Center for Higher National

Studies of Peru (CAEN), with the attendance of several members of Peru’s Army High

Command. The meeting was hosted by Jesus Martin Ramirez, President of the Chair of

Analysis and Resolution of Conflicts of Nebrija University.

The topics that were covered included Business Intelligence, Security of critical

infrastructures and materials, Geostrategy in the Syrian conflict and analysis of the

Islamic State. The panel of speakers included Gustavo Diaz Matey, David Caixal,

teachers at Nebrija University, and Marceliano Gutierrez Rodriguez, former head of the

General Police Academy of Avila. General Fernando Davara also took part in the meeting,

giving an interesting lecture on Cybersecurity.

May 7 2015 – Georgia

SECINDEF, jointly with the LSTE Research Group of the UAB, took part in the

"International Workshop on Terrorism and Geostrategy" which was hosted by the Spanish

Law Institute and held at the Police Academy in Tbilisi.

May 8 2015 - Georgia

SECINDEF, together with the LSTE Research Group of the UAB, participated in a

seminar on Terrorism and International Security at the Faculty of Law of the Ivane

Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University.
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May 25-26 2015 - Italy

SECINDEF took part in the International Conference on "The Mediterranean in the Great
War", as a part of the presentation of the Center for Research on "Italy in the First and
Second World Wars, the Holocaust and the Cold War." The event was held at the Faculty
of Law of the Università degli Studi di Bari Aldo Moro.

June 12-26 2015 - Barcelona

SECINDEF was the organizer of various online training courses on Military History and
International Terrorism in conjunction with the OATM (Organization for Support of Troop
and Seamen) of the Spanish Army.

June 18 2015 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in the public launch of the book "Jihad, what is it?" Author David
Garriga is a senior member of SECINDEF. The book launching took place in the
headquarters of Comanegra Publishing House, where our CEO David Caixal gave a
lecture on Islamic State.

June 13-15 2015 - Cuba

SECINDEF participated in the International Symposium "The Cuban Revolution. Genesis
and Historical Development" held in the Palace of Conventions in La Havana, exposing
our research on the "Bay of Pigs Invasion (15-19 April 1961)".

July 10 2015 - Madrid

SECINDEF took part in the signature of the agreement between Nebrija University and
the Spanish Institute of Law of the Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University. As per this
cooperation agreement, a training program will be introduced to the Georgian Police
Academy. In addition, another training program on Criminology, Security and Human
Rights was also proposed to our Georgian partners of the University of Tbilisi.

October 15 2015 - Madrid

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence & Defense) Israel International Consulting, jointly with
the International Research Group for Conflict, Borderlands and Minorities of the University
Rey Juan Carlos I and the Veritas Association for the Study of History of Law and
Institutions, organized an online training course entitled "Introduction to Islamic Law and
its Institutions".
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October 15 2015 - Madrid

SECINDEF, in cooperation with the International Research Group for Conflict,

Borderlands and Minorities of the University Rey Juan Carlos I and the Veritas

Association for the Study of History of Law and Institutions, organized an online training

course entitled "Introduction to the History of International Relations".

October 25 2015 - Madrid

SECINDEF co-organized an OPT training (Operative Psychological Training). Aimed at

providing the layout and implementation of specific training plans in the field of

psychological preparation based on the concepts of mental strength and mental capacity,

the training is directed to Security, Defense and Emergency professionals.

November 6 2015 - Barcelona

SECINDEF CEO gave a lecture on the "Threats of Islamic State in Europe" at the

headquarters of the Military Government. The act was hosted by the Association of

Friends of the Castle of Montjuic.

November 21 2015 - Barcelona

SECINDEF was invited to the Gala Dinner hosted by the ARCCI (Association of Cultural

Relations Catalonia-Israel) together with representatives of the Jewish Community in

Barcelona and the Ambassador of Israel in Spain, Mr. Daniel Kutner.

December 15-16 2015 - Barcelona

SECINDEF, in cooperation with numerous institutions, hosted the Fourth Conference on

Prevention and Jihadist Radicalization in Barcelona, which was attended by more than

120 police officers, college students and Security Firms Managers.

January 22 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF gave two master lectures on the Islamic State and Al-Qaeda inside the

training program on Terrorism of the University Foundation for Behavior & Law.
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February 9-10 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF gave a training course on Terrorism and the Islamic State for Spanish leading

Security Firm SECURITAS. The training was aimed at preparing the security staff in view

of the Barcelona International Mobile Congress.

February 10 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF organized a Workshop on "Threats of Jihadist Terrorism" in cooperation with

the International Police Association, the Chair of Analysis and Resolution of Conflicts of

Nebrija University, the US Homeland Security Defense University, CIF2EI (International

Training Center for Strategic Studies and Research and Intelligence) and the MYS

(Monitoring of Jihadism and Salafism).

February 25 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF was involved in the Organization of the Magisterial Conference held by the

Spanish Secretary General of Defense Alejandro Alvargonzález, held at the International

University of Catalonia.

March 10 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF CEO gave a lecture in the "Conference on Geostrategy and Geopolitics in the

Middle East and the fight against jihadist terrorism" held at the Society of International

Studies of the CSIC. David Caixal was awarded a medal in recognition of his research

and teaching activities from Monsignor Clemente Muñoz.

March 15 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in the "Second Conference on Safety in the Supply Chain: new risks

and threats to the Maritime Safety and International Trade" held in the Port of Barcelona

jointly with the Customs Office.
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April 1-29 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF organized and gave several lectures on "Jihadist Terrorism and International

Geostrategy" to students of Criminology, Law and Psychology at the University Francisco

de Vitoria. The lectures were part of a Seminar on "History, Evolution and Operability of

Intelligence Services: challenges and threats against jihadist terrorism.”

April 7 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF hosted a seminar on jihadist terrorism for public security officials entitled

"Threats of Jihadist Terrorism in Spain". The seminar was organized in conjunction with

SAP (Independent Union of Police) SEIME (Union of Middle Scale Controls) SAP.PL

(Independent Union of Local Police of Catalonia) and FEPOL (Federation of Professional

Public Security of Catalonia).

April 13 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA International Consulting was

officially received by MPs of the Parliament of Catalonia to discuss prevention measures

against the scourge of jihadist terrorism and its presence in Catalonia.

April 14 2016 - London

SECINDEF became an official partner of the Imperial War Museum in the dissemination

project "First World War Centenary: events, projects, resources and news to mark the

First World War Centenary. Take part in this overall commemoration."

April 27- 29 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF participated and gave several lectures at the "Second International

Conference on Terrorism: Terrorism as a challenge to global security" organized by the

Chair of Analysis and Conflict Resolution at the University of Nebrija and held at the War

School of Spanish Army.
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April 27 2016 – Peking

SECINDEF CEO for China and Asia-Pacific introduced our company to a group of

students and teachers at Beijing Foreign Language University (BFSU). This marks the

first event of SECINDEF held in the People’s Republic of China.

April 28 2016 – Peking

Our CEO for China and Asia-Pacific gave a master lecture on "Islamic State and its

threats to world security" to a group of students and teachers at BFSU. This marks the

first lecture given by SECINDEF in China.

April 28 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF CEO David Caixal and Diego Miranda, Director of GEES-Spain, signed a

partnership agreement at the Army War College to develop numerous research projects

on Jihadist terrorism.

May 4-5 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF took part in the Conference on "Jihadist Terrorism: Risk Analysis and

Responses" held at the University Miguel Hernández and organized by CRIMINA (Center

for the Study and Prevention of Crime).

May 6-7 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF, the US Homeland Security Defense University and the International School

of Protocol of Barcelona jointly organized a University Expert Course entitled "Technical

Analyst on Terrorism, Jihad and International Geostrategy", which started on May 6 in

Barcelona. Students will have professional teachers from the Army, FBI, CIA and

experienced analysts in geostrategy and terrorism from SECINDEF as well.
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May 9 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took active part in the Conference hosted by the International University of

Catalonia on "Threats of Jihadist terrorism" with the assistance of prestigious lecturers

like General Ballesteros from IEEE, Colonel Pedro Baños and Professor Carlos

Echevarria from UNED.

May 13 2016 - USA

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA International Consulting

became supporting and contributing member as military historian in research projects in

support of the US Marine Corps University Foundation.

May 15 2016 - USA

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA International Consulting

became new supporting and contributing member as military historian in research projects

in support of the US Marine Corps, Concepts & Programs.

May 21 2016 - USA

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA International Consulting

became supporting and contributing member as military historian in research projects in

support of the Marine Corps Scholarship Foundation.

May 30 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF took part in the official launch of the Association of Friends of Israel at the

SEFARAD Foundation House in Spain, event which was attended by the distinguished

Ambassador of Israel in Spain, Mr. Daniel Kutner.

May 30 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF CEO David Caixal and Salvador Samper from the Spanish Observatory of

Cybercrime (OEDI) signed a partnership agreement to develop numerous research

projects on the prevention and fight against Jihadist terrorism. The same kind of

agreement was also signed between OPRYS and OEDI.
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May 31 2016 - Barcelona

SECINDEF participated in the Seminar on "Analysis of the Islamic State Caliphate" held

in the Synagogue of Barcelona, where SECINDEF CEO David Caixal gave a lecture on

"Turkey's involvement in financing the Islamic State".

June 1-3 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF took part in the International CICA Conference on Security and Defense

"Analysis of Risks and Threats to Critical Infrastructure" organized by the Nebrija-

Santander Chair on Analysis and Conflict Resolution. The event was held in the

headquarters of CESEDEN (Center for Higher Studies National defense).

June 1-3 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF took active part in the Third International Scientific Conference on Behavior

and Law entitled "Monographic on Behavior Analysis". The event was held at the College

of Young Guards "Duque de Ahumada".

June 11 2016 - Madrid

SECINDEF organized a training course on "Terrorism and Aviation Security" at the

University of Nebrija, which featured an excellent panel of experts on terrorism like David

Caixal, Marc Fornos and David GG (SECINDEF) Francisco Morcillo (Spanish Guardia

Civil) FBI and CIA Intelligence Analyst Ron Aledo and Jose Villena from the University

Foundation for Behavior and Law.

June 17-19 2016 – Tenerife Island

SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) took part in an interesting initiative from

the institutions Canis Lupus K9 and Solcan & Criminology. The event lasted three days in

which assistants learned about detection of explosives and terrorism. Special mention is

due to Carlos R., San Antonio Castilla, Juan Antonio Carreras Espallardo, Soleto

Fernando Lira and David Garriga from SECINDEF.
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November 10 2016 – Barcelona

SECINDEF, along with the President of ARCCI (Association of Cultural Relations

Catalonia-Israel) attended to a gala dinner organized by the Israeli Community in

Barcelona.

November 25 2016 – Madrid

SECINDEF organized a conference entitled "Threats of the Islamic State from the

Geostrategic Perspective & the Secret War in Syria" held in the Camilo José Cela

University, in partnership with the Master Degree in Public Policies, Security and Defense

of the aforementioned university, along with the Society of International Studies and the

Homeland Security Defense University.

January 16 2017 - Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in a series of lectures at the Royal Artistic Circle of Barcelona, in

which Professor David de Caixal gave a lecture entitled "The threats of Jihadist terrorism

in Europe".

January 17 2017 – Barcelona

David de Caixal and Juanjo Alarcón attended to an official act of US Marine Corps to

remember the victims of a tragic naval accident occurred in Barcelona Port in July 17

1977, in which 49 sailors belonging to the USS Guam and USS Trenton drowned in the

port waters. The official act was attended by US Consul in Barcelona among other high

rank personalities.

January 27 2017 – Barcelona

SECINDEF held the 5th Seminar on Prevention of Jihadist Radicalization at the

International School of Protocol in Barcelona, partnering with University of Nebrija, MYS

Monitoring Salafist Jihadism, the US Homeland Security Defense University and the

IEEBA (Institute for Strategic Studies of Buenos Aires) which was attended by more than

140 police officers of the Spanish Civil Guard, Mossos de Escuadra and local police.
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February 1 2017 – Barcelona

SECINDEF attended a lecture given by Army General Ballesteros at the Synagogue of

Barcelona.

February 16 2017 – Barcelona

SECINDEF took part in a lecture and attended to a gala dinner held by the Staff of the

Armed Forces at the Royal Naval Club of Barcelona on the occasion of the 480th

anniversary of the Spanish Army Marine Corps.

February 17 & 24, March 3 2017 – Madrid

SECINDEF General Manager, Professor David de Caixal gave a series of lectures on

Terrorism and Intelligence Agencies at University Francisco de Vitoria.

March 8 2017 – Madrid

SECINDEF held a Seminary on Terrorism in partnership with University Camilo José

Cela.

March 2017 – Basque Country

SECINDEF will hold and take part in a training course on Terrorism along with the

Ertzaintza regional police.

March 18-19 2017 - Barcelona

SECINDEF will hold an International Congress on Terrorism and Cybersecurity in

partnership with University of Barcelona and the US Cyber Security Forum Initiative.

May 18-19 2017 – Madrid

SECINDEF will give several lectures in the International Congress on Intelligence of the

University of Nebrija and the US Homeland Security Defense University.
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June 5, 2017-Madrid

SECINDEF met in Madrid with the Ivorian Ambassador to carry out the presentation of

SECINDEF and the collaboration of a training school in Security, Counter-Terrorism and

Intelligence for officials (police, private security forces of Ivory Coast)

June 7, 2017-Andorra

SECINDEF participated in Andorra in an event organized by the Chamber of Commerce

and Industry of Spain-Israel, to present various Israeli and European companies in

investment projects in Andorra. In that act participated authorities of the Government of

Andorra and with the illustrious inauguration of the act on the part of the Ambassador of

Israel in Spain.

June 8, 2017- Barcelona

Professor David Odalric de Caixal i Mata, Director General of SECINDEF (Security,

Intelligence and Defense) gave a keynote address on the "Naval Battle of Midway" at the

Royal Yacht Club in Barcelona, attended by the Second Military Naval Commander of

Barcelona.

June 8, 2017- Barcelona

SECINDEF participated in the inauguration of the Israeli Consulate in Barcelona, which

was attended by the President of the Generalitat of Catalonia and the Israeli Ambassador

to Spain, Daniel Kurtner, who officially presented Josep Antoni Sánchez-Molina Rubin as

the new Consul of Israel in Barcelona.
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September 9, 2017

SECINDEF was invited by the Commander of the School Ship of the Navy of Brazil in his visit
to Barcelona. The General Director of SECINDEF, David Odalric of Caixal i Mata and the
SECINDEF General Manager Juanjo Alarcón, were invited on September 9 by the
Commandant of the War School of the Brazilian Navy, during his visit to the port of Barcelona .

September 13, 2017

Professor David de Caixal, General Director of SECINDEF gave a presentation on: "The
preparations for the Allied invasion of Europe" (The allies are preparing for the assault on the
beaches of Normandy-June 6, 1944) The conference took place in the Real Club Náutico de
Barcelona, with the collaboration of the Royal Spanish Naval League.

October 11, 2017

SECINDEF was invited to a gala reception in the Fragatra Navarra by the Commander of the
Naval Sector of Catalonia. On October 11, 2017, SECINDEF had the privilege of attending the
ceremony of lowering the national flag aboard the frigate "Navarra", anchored in the Moll
Barcelona Est of Port Vell in Barcelona for its participation in the Barcelona Boat Show .. David
de Caixal and Juanjo Alarcón, respectively General Director and Deputy Director of
SECINDEF, had the honor of being invited by the Naval Command of Barcelona to the
ceremony of lowering the flag on the frigate lanzamisiles "Navarra" ( F-85), fifth unit of the
Santa María class

October 26, 2017

SECINDEF meets with the Director of the Ertzaintza Gervasio Gabirondo to promote training
projects in counterterrorism and intelligence. SECINDEF meets with Mikel Burzako Samper
and José Mari Etxebarria from the Area of External Relations and International Promotion of
the Basque Nationalist Party. SECINDEF meets with Tomás del Río, Councilor for Security of
the Bilbao City Council, to promote anti-terrorist training projects with the Local Police of
Bilbao.

November 7, 2017

SECINDEF participates in the business meeting between Spain-Isral, with the presence of the
President of Israel. Professor David de Caixal, General Director of SECINDEF, together with
Professor Juanjo Alarcón, Deputy Director General of SECINDEF, Josep Güell, Security
Director of SECINDEF and Laurence Franks, President of Maguem David Maof Hasbara, were
invited as members of the Chamber of Hispanic-Israeli Commerce to the business event in the
Spanish Confederation of Business Organizations..
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November 14, 2017

An institutional event took place in the Synagogue of Barcelona, where Professor David de

Caixal, General Director of SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA

International Consulting Counterterrorism, gave a lecture on the threat of the expansion of

Islam in Europe and the situation of the terrorist groups in Syria and Iraq. Professor David de

Caixal, was awarded the Medal of the Menorah World Confederation for his work and

dedication in defending the values of the Judeo-Christian Culture of Europe, before the threat

of Islamism.

November 27, 2017

The Director General of SECINDEF (Security, Intelligence and Defense) Israel-USA

International Consulting, Professor David de Caixal, together with the Deputy Director General

Juanjo Alarcón and the Director of Security Josep Güell, met last Thursday, November 23 with

Jordi Moreno Blázquez, Director of the Andorran Police, to collaborate from SECINDEF in

training and intelligence teams and obtaining information on anti-terrorist matters for Andorran

police officers.

November 29, 2017

The Assistant Director General of SECINDEF Juanjo Alarcón, gave a lecture on the "Liaoning

aircraft carrier CV-16: Past Present and Future" in which he was analyzing with great detail

and precision the naval expansion of the Chinese Navy in the Pacific, with special emphasis

on the Liaoning aircraft carrier, as the spearhead of the future fleet of surface ships in the

Republic of China Navy. The conference was an attendance success and was organized by

the Royal Spanish Naval League, the Real Club Nautico de Barcelona and SECINDEF.

November 30, 2017

The General Director of SECINDEF, Professor David de Caixal, gave a lecture at the Naval

Command of Barcelona, on "The Preparations for the Allied Invasion of Europe: The Allies

prepare for the assault on the beaches of Normandy June 6, 1944 "The conference was very

successful in attendance with more than 100 people. Professor David de Caixal, made a deep

analysis on the strategic actions of both sides, in the preparation and execution of the Allied

landing and the defense of Normandy through the Atlantic Wall, built by the Germans. The

event was organized by the Spanish Navy, SECINDEF and the US Navy League.
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David Odalric de Caixal i

Mata Director General of

SECINDEF

Professor Jorge Corrado

CEO of SECINDEF in

Argentina.

Juanjo Alarcón Riubanys

Deputy Director General

of SECINDEF and CEO in

Asia-Pacific.

Maximiliano Daniel Quiroga

Director of Operations of

SECINDEF for Latin America

Roniel Aledo, Analyst

and Collaborative

Investigator of SECINDEF

(Former Senior

Intelligence Analyst of

the CIA

Diego Miranda

Professor and collaborating

researcher of SECINDEF.

Director of Operations of the

GEES Group Spain

Equipo y Representantes Institucionales de 

SECINDEF

Damian Hrehorow

Analyst in Jihadist

Terrorism and

Counterintelligence of

SECINDEF. Police

Commissioner of the City

of Córdoba (Argentina)

Josep Güell Vila

Security Director of

SECINDEF. Analyst in

Terrorism and

Counterterrorism

Facundo Villagra, CEO of

SECINDEF (Security,

Intelligence and Defense)

Israel-USA International

Consulting Counterterrorism

in Paraguay

Shmulik Barak

Analyst collaborator in

Terrorism of SECINDEF in

Israel

Eduardo Martin from

Pozuelo

Journalist and Chief Editor

of the newspaper La

Vanguardia de Barcelona.

Heriberto Auel

General of the

Argentine Army.

Director of the

Institute of Strategic

Studies of Buenos

Aires
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Mordechai Lahav

Expert in Security and

Intelligence in the

prevention of Islamist

terrorism. From the Israeli

Security in

Counterterrorism

General Bartolomeu

Constantin Savoiu

CEO of SECINDEF in

Romania

Scott Nichol, CEO of

SECINDEF in the United

States, will be in charge of

the new institutional

headquarters of SECINDEF

in Fort Worth, Dallas, Texas.

Emma Reig Director of

the Observatory against

the Threat of Terrorism

and Jihadist

Radicalization

(OCATRYS) of SECINDEF.

Graduated in

Psychology.

Major Olavo Mendonça

Institutional

Representative of

SECINDEF in Brazil. Major

of Military Police / Brasilia

Ratnesh Dwivedi Institutional

Representative of SECINDEF in

India. International Center for

Studies Against Terrorism.

Luis Munar Duran

Institutional

Representative of

SECINDEF in Colombia.

Official of the Spanish Air

Force EMAD (General Staff

of the Defense)

Milivoj Nedimovic

Institutional 

Representative of 

SECINDEF in 

Serbia. Ministry of 

Interior-Uniformed 

Police Directorate

Ruud Beugeling, Institutional

Representative of SECINDEF

in the Netherlands

Singapore, Hong Kong and

China / Asia-Pacific.

Vicente Reig Basset,

Lieutenant Colonel of the

Civil Guard. Institutional

Representative of

SECINDEF in Bolivia. On

EU mission in Bolivia.

Federico Sarro,

International Analyst,

member of the SECINDEF

team in Argentina. He has

been Secretary of the

Chief of Policies, Strategy

and Doctrine of the Navy

(Captain of the Navy) of

the Argentine Navy

Ricardo Peralta Saucedo

Institutional Representative

of SECINDEF in Mexico

Lawyer and Academician.

Candidate for Anticorruption

Attorney.
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Eugenio Varela

Munchmeyer. Naval

Engineer and Industrial

Engineer. Institutional

Representative of

SECINDEF in Peru

Alba Iulia Catrinel

Popescu, PhD in

Intelligence and National

Security, joins the

SECINDEF team in

Romania, as a researcher

at the Observatory.

Col. (Res.) Dakar Eilat

Commander of the Team in

the Undercover Unit of the

Border Police of Israel,

Intelligence Officer in the

National Police H.R.T.

Ambassador of the

Government of Santa Lucia,

she joins SECINDEF as an

Institutional collaborator in

the United States, who will

participate in various

academic projects in the

area of terrorism

.Brigadier General Raúl

Silva Alvan Member of the

SECINDEF Team in Peru.

General of the Brigade,

General Commander of the

Sixth Jungle Brigade, in

Bagua, Amazonas

Eduard Yitzhak Collaborating

analyst of the Observatory

against the Terrorist Threat

and the Jihadist

Radicalization (OCATRY) of

SECIDNEF.

Lior Nedivi: Comes

from the Scientific

Police, National Police

of Israel. Arson

investigation level 1,

Division of

Identification and

Forensis Science,

Israel police. Safety

inspector, Safety

Division, Israel police.

Royce de Melo: Security

Consultant, Analyst, Middle

East and Africa, Security

and Defence Industry

(Independent Consultant,

Security and Defence)

A former member of the

Canadian Armed Forces,

Army Reserves.

Carlos Fernández-Roca

Suárez Official of the

Armed Forces (Air Force).

Collaborating analyst of

the Observatory against

the Terrorist Threat and

the Jihadist Radicalization

(OCATRY) of SECIDNEF

Institutional Representative

of SECINDEF in France.

More than twenty years of

military experience as

Group Leader in the French

Army,

Representative of SECINDEF

in Niger. Colonel Boubacar

Hassane is a military

observer of the Niger Army in

Operation MINUSMA United

Nations Multidimensional

Integrated Stabilization

Mission in Mali.

General of the General

Staff Division (Reserve)

Benito Raggio Cachinero,

collaborator and member

of the Observatory against

the Terrorist Threat and

the Jihadist Radicalization

of SECINDEF
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Lieutenant General Ricardo

Álvarez Espejo, collaborator

and member of the

Observatory against the

Terrorist Threat and the

Jihadist Radicalization of

SECINDEF. Since 2013 he was

General Inspector of the Army

in Catalonia.

Amit Khosa, analyst of

the Observatory against

the Terrorist Threat and

the Jihadist

Radicalization of

SECINDEF Member of

the SECINDEF Team in

India, the United States

and Israel.

Serge Golstein Bar-

Zohar Institutional

Representative of

SECINDEF in Belgium.

Lawyer and Economist.

Analyst of the

Observatory against

the Terrorist Threat

and the Jihadist

Radicalization of

SECINDEF

Marco Federico Institutional

Representative of SECINDEF

in Italy. Analyst of the

Observatory against the

Terrorist Threat and the

Jihadist Radicalization of

SECINDEF.

Colonel Roberto Donoso of

the Army of Chile (R). Director

of the CEIICOM (Center of

Competitive Intelligence

Studies of Chile) and

Institutional Representative

(collaborator) of SECINDEF in

Chile.
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